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Polytheism and Monotheism in Arabia
and the Three Palestines
G. W. BOWERSOCK

he territory to which my title alludes is otherwise and traditionally known i

Christian West as the Holy Land.' Among Jews everywhere it had long been c
Eretz Israel, the homeland of the Jewish nation. It became no less holy in the Mu
world, for which Jerusalem is the site of its most sacred place outside Mecca. But
think in terms of population density instead of history and tradition-and here I r
upon the excellent research of Claudine Dauphin on the population of Byzantine P
tine-these three great monotheistic religions had small claim to the land.2 In the
and fifth centuries both Christians and Jews were in a minority. By the time conve
had given the Christians predominance, it was swept away by the Muslim conques
the seventh century. The Muslims, like the Christians before them, began their rul
distinct minority. From the time of Constantine the Christians had venerated the
places of Palestine, and pilgrims had initiated a highly successful tourist trade that
mized its profits through the construction of churches along the routes of the piou
Jews, excluded from Jerusalem apart from one day in the year, had created powe
rabbinic schools in other cities such as Tiberias and Caesarea, but they were not al
numerous by comparison with non-Jews. In the Palestine that fell to the prophet M
mad, Jews and Christians together inhabited a land where the majority had been,
relatively recently, what the Greek-speakers of the time called Hellenes, meaning p
or polytheists.3

The arrogation of a word that had formerly meant Greek to designate such pe
represented in part the transmission of their religious heritage through Greek text
in part their use of the Greek language to communicate with one another despite
fest disparities of cult. Our terms-pagan and polytheist-have become collective ex
sions for any peoples in this place and period who were not Jewish, Christian, or M
Obviously there are problems with an identity that is established negatively, and in
areas of religious studies today it has become fashionable to eschew these term

gether. The word polytheism is somewhat more politically correct, it seems, than pagani

'Cf. R. L. Wilken, The Land Called Holy: Palestine in Christian History and Thought (New Haven, Conn.

2C. Dauphin, "La Palestine byzantine du IVe siecle au VIIe siecle ap. J.-C.: Le peuplement" (d

d' tat, University of Paris, 1994).
3G. W. Bowersock, Hellenism in Late Antiquity (Ann Arbor-Cambridge, 1990).
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2 POLYTHEISM AND MONOTHEISM IN ARABIA

but it does not please everyone. No one has yet suggested m
lent gentilis, as "gentile" already has an indestructible pre
sense of non-Jew rather than polytheist (which is, after al
Jew). If we are not to be reduced to total aphasia in discuss
of the late antique world, and particularly Arabia and the t
make do with the expression polytheism, keeping paganism in

In an exceptionally provocative study, Garth Fowden ha
frontation of polytheism with monotheism as a fundamen
of late antique and early medieval history in the East.4
supposition that there is a natural affinity between mono
ism (an expression by which he designates an aspiration to
A unitary outlook is thought to engender a unitary polity
Roman Empire for nearly three centuries-an empire that
sive, coherent, and enduring of any in antiquity-constitu
that polytheism was perfectly capable of sustaining politica
Isocrates and, after him, Alexander the Great showed tha

some extent, support a concept of world domination th

the Romans actually had an unmistakable equivalent to th
Christians: this was the cult of emperors, living and dead,
as the basis for polytheist universalism in the Roman e
consolidating power that, as we shall see, the Christian em
officially for several generations and unofficially for gener
What Fowden has done with immense subtlety and soph
the attraction that monotheist Christianity had for an ag
such as Constantine. In this point he returns to an interp
hundred and fifty years ago by Jacob Burckhardt in h

Zeit Constantins des Grossen. But Burckhardt judged Const
pragmatic manipulator of ecclesiastical forces he thought c

hardt saw good reason to convict Eusebius of tendentiousn
raphy of the emperor. He believed that the Church used C

much the same way as Constantine had used the Church
respect for Eusebius, although he acknowledges that few
the ecclesiastical hierarchy are likely to have read his biog
But he stresses, as Burckhardt had, the potential of Chris
later) for imperialist domination.

Eusebius was bishop at Caesarea-by-the-Sea in Palestine.
yet he rightly considered him a precious resource for the g
have understood or intuited the universalist argument, in
part of the empire that was home to the one other great
cient world. The Jews do not figure much in either Burck

4G. Fowden, Empire to Commonwealth: Consequences of Monotheism in La

5G. W. Bowersock, "The Imperial Cult: Perceptions and Persistence," 'in J

ed. B. E Mayer and E. P. Sanders, III (London, 1982), 171-82, with note
ersock, Studies on the Eastern Roman Empire (Goldbach, 1994), 327-42.
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perhaps because, if they had, the ar
The point is that a singularity of cu
ism-can serve as a basis for politica
sarily do so. The Jews stand as a po
apart. The potential for using it pol
it was Julian who understood this
exceedingly well, he sought to repla
whose sole God appreciated sacrifice
the Jews took place in Palestine, an
Burckhardt

called

this

Schlachtfeld

alle

Burckhardt was wrong to describ
The miracle of the age was precisely
the suppression of Bar Kokhba in
early seventh. For four and a half
armed conflict of any serious kind.
felicity

might

have

been

the

myster

century, but the magnitude and his
source describes what happened as
witness, Aurelius Victor, implies an

by the ecclesiastical historian Socrat
adduced the rabbinic testimony for
lished in 1986, and he was able to dem
of this episode as a revolt and that
as proof of a major
It is true that the
vance

of

tumult simply r
Byzantine govern

non-Christian

cults,

but

drive other monotheists (such as
with polytheists. The decrees in

th

Jew
Boo

this curious conjunction. Consider
prefect Asclepiodotus in April 423,
quibus

abominandorum

paganorum,

Iud

compressimus ("the decrees by whic
abominable pagans, Jews, and heret
sive group, constituting, as it did, a
and far more numerous in the aggre

tians themselves, had the
among all segments of the
This

equilibrium

is

well

paradoxi
three Pa

illustrated

6j. Burckhardt, Die Zeit Constantins des Gr
7Aurelius Victor, De Caes. 49.9-12; Socrate
Caesar,"

in

Tradition

and

Re-interpretation

in

Je

bram (Leiden, 1986), 184-201. See also J. Arc
Galo Cesar: 353 D.C.," Athenaeum 65 (1987),
8CTh 16.8.26.
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Emperor Julian. The letter is addressed to the people o

antique province of Arabia.9 In a blustery opening J

clerical incitement to violence against the pious pagans,
the brutal actions taken by Christians in the past agains
he always set great store by the Christians' capacity to
turns to Bostra, where there has not actually been any
the bishop, Titus, and his clergymen had written to tak
from ataxia. He even cites a letter from the bishop to t
would actually have been a match for the Hellenes (in o
display of righteous indignation Julian tells the Christi
gated to himself their good sense and eutaxia. Because
them such bad publicity, he then urges the people to e
lian's cunning appeal is of value in demonstrating precis
To judge from the general quiescence all over Palestine
right in reproaching the bishop for taking credit for re

The only conspicuous exceptions to this situation o
prove this general point. It took a militant monk from
physite from Mesopotamia (not to be confused with th
upset the equilibrium by moving into the region with

both synagogues and temples, to persecute Jews and pol
these people were all pagans together. Nothing of the k

estine, and at one point even the government at Con
sauma's zeal would do no good to the cause of prude
423 that protected the synagogues of the Jews from p
first response to the monk's vicious actions, although
unfortunate regression toward his militant intolerance
The other important exception was the fierce indepe
maritans, whose hostility to their equally monotheist
fraternal strife in 484 and 529.12 Deaths were in the t
emigrated both to the East and to the West. But the v
and the terrible reprisals that suppressed them cannot
the term that tends to be used on the relatively rare o
cussed. We are talking about the explosion of interneci
theist peoples, an animosity ultimately controlled by B

public order. For their own part, the Christians showed

off from the pleasures of polytheist life, as Jacob of Sa

lies on the popularity of late antique mimes.'" In the six

ius, Christians could be seen offering sacrifices and

'Julian, Epistula 114, ed. J. Bidez, 435d-438c.
'?E. Nau, "Resume' de Monographies syriaques," ROC, 2nd ser., 8

" CTh 16.10.24: Sed hoc Christianis, qui vel vere sunt vel esse dicuntur, s

in quiete degentibus nihilque temptantibus turbulentum legibusque contrari
oritate abusi.

"2A. M. Rabello, Giustiniano: Ebrei e Samaritani (Milan, 1987); A.
1989).
1 C. Moss, 'Jacob of Serugh's Homilies on the Spectacles of the Theatre," Le Musion 48 (1935), 87-112.
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Hellenic rituals at no less an urb
these persons to have been cryp
erty,

but

this

is

a

hard

distinction

The case of Palestine and Tran
opinions of its bishops and rabb
among the people who lived th
Syria and Egypt did not take ho
Palestinian envoy Juvenal was su
position,'5 but Monophysitism n
as happened in Syria and Egypt
played out there.
It would seem as if the very di
This means that monotheism w
orthodoxy, nor tribe against tri
turies appear to have been with
between Jew and Samaritan was
Nabataeans, managed to export t
This was a world in which relig
cannot be fitted at all into the p
century did the Palestinians beco
If Persians or Muslims prepared

were obviously confronted with
that the response of Palestinian
was a fragmentation provoked b

The religious atmosphere befo
lar places. Caesarea, Petra, and t
of life that are geographically d
bishop, while pagan gods were c
who infrequently had occasion t
At Petra, amid the rock tombs o
Nabataean temple, stood a Chris

the

birth

of

the

fabulous archive
issues of various

indigenous

g

of approximate
kinds, notably

population, still sporting Naba
modern 'Avdat in the Negev, o
worshiped there as a god well in

'4Procopius, Anecdota 11.32.
'5Ioann. Maium., Pleroph. X and LVI (
16B. Lifshitz and J. Schiby, "Une syn
Samaritans at Rhodes, Delos, Athens, an
369. For the Nabataeans at Miletus and
Arabia (Cambridge, Mass., 1983), 51, n
17J. Fr6sen and Z. T. Fiema, ACOR Ne

'8Uranius

56-60.

apud

Steph.

Byz.,
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route of the pilgrims to Jerusalem and all the churches th
a small theater of imperial date, brought to light in the e
the fifth century (in 454-455) at the expense of a local citi

ized Palestinian society. The benefactor was Abraamios,
good Semitic name who was the son of a man with a good

the place that Hilarion had visited a century before at a sole

were holding a festival in the temple of Venus. Abraamios
where the citizens of Byzantine Elusa will have watched p

more lascivious entertainments.

Of such entertainments, the festival of the Maioumas ranks among the most pro

nent. With its name derived from the Semitic word for water (may), it attracted enthusias

tic crowds in the cities of the Near East and Anatolia. Gaza, with a port of the same n
and a lively pagan cult of Marnas, is a prime candidate for the celebration of the Ma

oumas. The recent discovery of a vast shallow pool at Aphrodisias in Caria together w
an inscription honoring a leader of the festival called Maioumarch leaves no doubt th

this was an aquatic affair, as indeed a text of John Chrysostom had long since impli
an aquatic affair with scantily clad sirens cavorting in the water." It will not be forgot
that the Maioumas survived at Constantinople into the reign of Leo IV in the eig
century as a celebration in the baths of the Sophianae.21 Christians could-and obviou
did-enjoy all this, despite the railings of a Chrysostom or Jacob of Sarug, and we ou
not to have been surprised to find that the newly discovered Maioumarch at Aphrod
was a Christian. Monotheist faith and polytheist pleasure were by no means incompati
in the real world, however much they might have been in homilies.
We have seen that the Christian habit of depositing heretics and non-Christians o

whatever persuasion into a general category of pagans and outcasts led to a strange b
powerful conjunction of non-Christian monotheists, including Jews and their traditio
enemies the Samaritans, with all kinds of polytheists. To this diverse assemblage wer
added the masses of benevolent Christians who savored pagan practices to a degree th
they cannot have judged particularly harmful to their souls. Imperial legislation
strict and repeated, but largely ineffectual in Palestine.

What provided such cohesion as there was arose not only from Hellenism in both
cultural and religious senses but from an extraordinarily tenacious institution that h

deep roots in the pre-Constantinian era. This was the cult of the emperors that bega
with Caesar Augustus. It is often forgotten that this unifying phenomenon, in the fac
which famous Christians had gone to martyrdom and within which the elites of the e
pire had risen to influence and prominence, was adopted by Constantine and continu
19A. Negev, The Greek Inscriptions from the Negev (Jerusalem, 1981), 73-76.
20John Chrysostom, Hom. in Matt. 7.6, PG 57, col. 79.

2'Theophanes, Chronographia, ed. C. de Boor, 2 vols. (Leipzig, 1883-85; repr. Hildesheim, 1963

451.25-27. In opposition to the communis opinio, M. McCormick, Eternal Victory (Cambridge, 1986), 138
22, argues that the passage refers to the distribution of largess on the basis of a middle Byzantine sens
gatouCoag, "largess." He believes that the setting for this event was the Sophianae palace. But it would b
odd coincidence if Theophanes' reference to a distribution in a palace happened precisely to combine t
name of an aquatic festival, well known to the Suda in the Middle Ages, with the name of baths mentio
elsewhere by the same author. Recently K. Mentzu-Maimare has reaffirmed the reference to the festiv
Theophanes: "Der Xaptbyartog Ma?ouogdg," BZ 89 (1996), 58-73.
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by his successors. Sacrifice appears
emperors, but the political and soc
tine's espousal of it remains one o
characterization of this ruler, a ch
portrait of him as a second Augus
For Garth Fowden, as we have se
universalism. But the system was n
lines in the political and social ter
not lie along the division between
insignificance of that division, it is
ors retained some of its old magic
was finally brought to an end afte

with formal Christian doctrine. But no one interfered with its survival at the local level.22

Flamines turn up in North Africa in the fifth century, and Constantine was revered as a

god (c' 0 6;F), according to Philostorgius, in the city that bore his name. In a decree of

425 Theodosius II can write without embarrassment of his own numen and the reverence

paid to his images at public festivals. He is careful to avoid the ultimate worship (sine
adorationis ambitioso fastigio) and to distinguish the supernum numen from nostrum numen.
But the force of the institution cannot be missed in his words.23

The rabbis were in no doubt about the imperial cult in late antiquity. Rabbi Meir is
quoted in the Mishna as saying, "All statues are forbidden because they are worshiped at
least once a year."24 The discussion of his saying is taken up in the Palestinian Talmud in
very explicit terms: "If it is clear that the statues are of kings, all agree that benefit from
them is forbidden. If it is clear that the statues are of governors, all agree that benefit is
allowed."25 The kings, like basileis in Greek, are unmistakably the emperors, and their
statues are forbidden without rabbinic dissent. The explanation is likely to lie in the
persistence of cult. By contrast, statues of governors are allowed. No cults of governors
had been allowed in the Roman Empire since the reign of Augustus, and it may be confidently asserted that statues of governors in the Byzantine Empire were not the objects
of worship either. This is presumably why the rabbis saw no difficulty in having them.
The display of the governor's image was no more than a traditional and reasonable way
to attract his benevolence and patronage. What is particularly interesting here is the
rabbis' acceptance of the institution that lay behind the images-their avoidance of cult
but their solicitation of favor. Without forfeiting their principles, they were working
within the system.

The Christian and Jewish testimony combine to illuminate a world in which polytheist universalism, as Fowden would put it, fueled the Byzantine government. We ought
not, therefore, to be surprised when we read on a sixth-century inscription of Caesareaby-the-Sea that a basilica and the steps on a Hadrianeum had recently been brought to
22Bowersock, "The Imperial Cult: Perceptions and Persistence," 180, repr. 336.
23Flamen: CIL 8.10516 (Ammaedara, early 6th century, flamen perpetuus Christianus). Philostorgius, Hist.
Eccl., GCS (1972), 28. CTh 15.4.1 : Ludis quoque simulacra proposita tantum in animis concurrentum mentisque secretis
nostrum numen et laudes vigere demonstrent; excedens cultura hominum dignitatem superno numini reservetur.

24 Mishnah, Aboda Zara 3.1.

25Yerushal., Aboda Zara 3.1 (42b).
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completion.26 The suggestion of Lee Levine that the H
on a building used for another purpose than the impe

the mixed population of Caesarea this is just what

more, we ought to have expected to find it frequente
city but, at least on particularly festive occasions, by i
Similarly, at Scythopolis in the Jewish House of Le
representation of the Sirens' tempting of Odysseus. Y
have commented recently that such representations o
they call a "realm of culture" and do not necessarily
pagan beliefs."27 This is absolutely correct, but a preco
that at the same time there really were other people f
and meaningful. Pagan cults belonged now to the mino
ity would have lacked any interest in them. Classical
constituencies.

Accordingly, if the division between polytheism and monotheism did not ex
fault lines in the compacted terrain of late antique Palestinian society, it becom
sary to look for those lines elsewhere. No society is without them, but the relativ
quillity of the region over many centuries shows that here at least they were not
impediments to stability. But when problems arose, they reflected without excep
tensions among monotheists of various persuasions. Even more clear is that the
were internecine, in other words not emanating from hostilities between totally d
peoples such as Jews and Christians but rather from hostilities within groups o
peoples. The confrontation of Jewish monotheist and Samaritan is mirrored in

parable confrontation of Chalcedonian and non-Chalcedonian, although neit

cataclysmic consequences. These disturbances do, however, serve to indicate whe
tential trouble could be sought.
The polytheists had nothing to do with all this, and this may well be the reaso
their culture survives after the Muslim conquest in the places where it can be o
The lively neo-Platonism of Harran has been extensively studied in recent years
was described with interest and without animosity by Arab chroniclers.28 The exu
representational paintings of Qusayr al-Amra stood proudly before its Islamic res
who may be assumed to have enjoyed them without fear of compromise just as Ch
had celebrated the Maioumas and applauded the mimes. In a world of competing
theisms the pagans were not a threat. They were a divertissement.
By the early sixth century both Jews and pagans had become minority peop
Christian world. The Jews showed no sign of aspiring to universal dominati
the lines of Fowden's bold theory, but the transformation of Eretz Israel of the
monotheists into the Holy Land of the Christian monotheists left a residue of r
was clearly not enough to provoke resistance on its own, but unfortunately it w
26L. Levine, Roman Caesarea (Jerusalem, 1975), 21.

27y. Tsafrir and G. Foerster, "From Scythopolis to Baysdn: Changing Concepts of Urbanism," in T
tine and Early Islamic Near East, ed. G. R. D. King and A. Cameron, II (Princeton, 1994), 95-115, es
the quotation.

28Mas'tidi, Murtij 4.64-65 (Barbier de Meynard). Cf. Bowersock, Hellenism in Late Antiquity, 36
M. Tardieu, "Sabiens coraniques et <sabiens> de Harran,"JA 274 (1986), 1-44.
29Cf. O. Grabar, "La place de Qusayr Amrah dans l'art profane du Haut Moyen Age," CahArch 3

75-83.
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for

an

at that time was founded upon an
Such sympathy was to some exten
tional reason, apart perhaps from
better world for them than the Ch
a partial explanation of this may b
Arabia had made common cause wi
of their Abyssinian overlords, wh
notorious collaboration provides a
ior of the Palestinian Jews in the
tance of looking beyond Palestine
equilibrium of remarkably long du
The books of Elijah and Zerubbab
in their apocalyptic language the v

Jews-"this

polluted

land"

as

it

w

Persian occupation of Jerusalem m
tradition, it overshadowed the Mus
cal events from this later tradition
that the Jews placed in the outside

From the Christian perspective t
to Palestine that all peoples residen

in the second century. The monk
gerating very much when he write
being handed over to the Persians:
he declared, that they devised a cr
to win freedom from their captors

as is that of Sophronius in his poem
quite simply friends of the Persian

The

powerful

resurgence

of

host

closer look because we are lucky to
witness account of a tumultuous t
Palestine. This writer is a very dif
Antiochus, with whom he is often

Migne's Patrology, overlap some of
the same source.33 Even Strategius
junction
30C.

with

Robin,

the

L'Arabie

name

antique

Antiochus
de

Karib

"The New Greek Inscription from
ed. J. Langdon et al., 2 vols. (New
(as above, note 5), 385-90.
31Wilken,

The

Land

Called

Holy,

W'l

South Ye
Rochelle

213.

32Strategius 10.2: La prise defirusalem pa
line 30. See B. Flusin, St. Anastase le Perse et
II, 162-64, 168.
33PG 86.2, cols. 3222-23, with excerpts from an account by a Palestinian monk Antiochus, whom earlier
scholars identified with Strategius and were pleased to name Antiochus Strategos. That unfortunate hybrid
still stalks the literature on the 7th century.
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and in a singularly vacuous article of 1991 by an author w

English translation of 1910 while immodestly descri

reader."34 The precious Georgian translation of Strategiu
accretions at the end, brings us much nearer to his lost
translations, and for those who are innocent of Georgia
Latin rendering of 1960 provides convenient access.
Strategius' detailed account of persons and places in Je
observations on the social struggles within the city just
Particularly remarkable is his invocation of the distur
Green factions as the provocation for God's displeasure (
everywhere else the factions did not take shape from relig
ously found fault with Christians for participating in t
came near, he tells us that the pagans promptly fled from
exodus is confirmed by Leontius, the biographer of John
many went to Alexandria.35 The Georgian text of Strate
language of the original text: Modestus, sent by Patriarc
to persuade them to remain in the city, but the Greeks
lenes, that is to say the pagans or polytheists according t
Jews and the Christians, both anchored to Jerusalem by
face the Persians, the former with high hopes and the lat

siege to the city wall and, on the twenty-first day, breached

and cisterns.

Strategius is uncompromising in his denunciation of the Jews as evil, as enemies of
truth, and as haters of Christians. They perceive only the shadow of the truth but fail to
comprehend the mystery of the radiant sun of justice. Strategius is no less intolerant

of the Samaritan monotheists, to whom he refuses to listen because they deny bodily
resurrection. This explosion of sectarianism, including a fierce revival of the dormant
hatred between Jews and Christians, was unleashed by the external power of the invading forces that came from Persia.

Paradoxically, the encompassing empire of Byzantium had provided the security that
the three Palestines and Arabia needed to prosper with relative peace among the peoples
and faiths to be found there. The fact that this peace extended, without major disruptions, across the epochs of polytheist and monotheist imperial rule proves conclusively,
if it still needs proving, that the number of gods in whom one believed had nothing to
do with the all too human aspiration for universal domination.
Institute for Advanced Study

34B. M. Wheeler, "Imagining the Sasanian [sic] Capture ofJerusalem," OCP 57 (1991), 69-95. Cf. p. 85: "As
more discerning readers, we can begin to evaluate these texts not only as sources of'facts,' but as imaginative
depictions of how the world might be." The English translation of E C. Conybeare in EHR 25 (1910), 502-17,
is incomplete and unreliable.
35Leontius, Vie dejean de Chypre, dit l'Aumonier, ed. A.-J. Festugiere (Paris, 1974), 11.8-12.
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